I am announcing my candidacy for next year’s President of the Student Government. In doing so, I would like to confirm my opinions and positions on situations I’ll be faced with.

The first question I’ve been confronted with is, “If you were President, what position will you take? Will you be a yes man?”

My answer to these confrontations? First off, I don’t want to get involved because of apathetic reasons. There isn’t much justification for their feelings, and I think that I can make the changes that this school needs.

So, my answer to the students is: There are many problems we’re faced with. Solutions can be found by honestly working together. So when election day comes, please cast your vote. The future of the Student Government is your choice.

Cliff Beek

I am qualified in the S.G.A. and its future, Pat Winburn replied. "I was a member of the S.G.A. this year and I saw some changes that need to be made not superficial changes that need to be made not superficial changes-structural changes that can create a completely re-structured S.G.A. and hopefully a healthy Marymount College atmosphere on campus." Winburn stated.

The election will be held later. The changes needed in the government, for Marymount has changed much over the past two years, a. the government has grown, and needs to change with the system.

Cliff Beek’s goals would be to reestablish the Student Government. Getting committees organized, and getting to know just what limitations the student government has or hasn’t.

When a member of the S.G.A. is a yes man, a. the member has no other choice except to agree with what the faculty and staff are imposing on them. Then, on the other hand, if I can get support from the community, it will be a whole different game.

In a few days, elections for the officers of the Student Government Association will be held. Already, several people have begun to campaign, and hopefully, they will continue to do so. If I can get support in my bid for President of our Student Government, it will hold an assembly and discuss what has been done during the past month, and what is to be done in the future.

Activities such as intramurals will be set up on a weekly SGA meetings. At the end of each month I will hold an assembly and discuss what has been done during the past month, and what is to be done in the future.

First, I will set up a calendar like that of FAU:

with movies, dances, keg parties, trips. There will be a 100 percent of the time is set aside for ideas for the coming month, what is left for new and old students. The importance of this calendar is its stress on planning, the setting up activities ahead of time so that things won’t be left until the last minute.

Locks that have not been changed yet will be changed by next semester. This will stop the theft that has happened so often on campus, and make all master keys obsolete.

The Student Government folded this semester due to a lack of interest.

There is a way to bring people together. There’s a lot of heavy people on this campus, with a lot of good ideas. However, they don’t want to get involved because of apathetic reasons. There isn’t much justification for their feelings, and I think that I can make the changes that this school needs.

So, my answer to the students is: There are many problems we’re faced with. Solutions can be found by honestly working together. So when election day comes, please cast your vote. The future of the Student Government is your choice.

Cliff Beek
Dear Editor:

Marymount College has many facilities that are used and enjoyed by its students; unfortunately our swimming pool is not one of them.

In the past two weeks I have made several attempts to find out why this facility was not being used for practice or meets. To make matters more difficult, kids from various schools were here last weekend practicing and yelling to such an extent that it made it unworkable for Marymount swimmers to practice. I mentioned this problem to our coach, and was told that the pool was not to be used for the weekend due to weekend events. And when I say events, I am referring to a group of dance recital performers who were here Saturday and Sunday. We as swimmers were not informed of this decision.

This is most unfair, and I feel that something should be done to rectify this problem. In the past when we were practicing for the weekend it was the weekend of the dance recital.

Everybodys

A Critic

The purpose of this letter is not to condemn nor to make a direct accusation to anyone in particular but I personally have an opinion about the review of the dance recital last month. You see, I am so critic that at least in this instance I will admit to it. I believe that the dance recital was nothing short of a disappointment. For the first time since I've been at Marymount, two people worked on a program under the supervision of Mrs. Remus, for the enjoyment of their fellow students; their teachers, and their parents. They shouldn't have been doing something for their school, they should have been doing something for their community; they should have been using the talents that were at their disposal to do something for the school. No student should have to be so selfish as to care for nothing but his own interests at the expense of the whole order.

Weezy Tootoomy

Dear Editor:

To review a review is not generally considered to be the province of Mr. Phil Beninato. He makes it imperative to make use of our privilege of free speech. In reference to the critical appraisal of the entertainment program for Parents’ Weekend, it seems necessary to provide a means for campus performers to give the benefits of their thoughts to visitors.

Wesley Toomey

Dear Editor:

I would like to begin by saying that I do not have a substitute teacher at this time. I wish to make it known that the best teacher one could wish for is the one who is not there.

Forgetting any personal review, for the moment, let's call him Mr. I.M. (Qualified Reviewer). Mr. I.M. is not a critic but by the nature of his profession he must be. He must be a good person who has the ability to perform his job. He must be at the job to fix it. And like any other person, he must be able to see the things that others cannot. The fun is when we get to look at things from different points. Mr. I.M. welcomes the reader to best judge Mr. Phil Beninato. He (Beninato did not meet the reader's approval. Constructive criticism can really help showing the performer his mistakes. But critics can go too far. I wish to warn against the destructive critics. Constructive criticism serves no useful purpose. If you are not sure of the effect your criticism can have on the reader, then please do not print it. Let them improve and then correct them.

Dear Dr. Ross et al;

It is with deep feeling that I express myself in thanking you all for a beautifully planned Parents’ Weekend. Each minute spent on the campus grounds are memorable ones for me. Meeting most of you personally has left a feeling of contentment and pride that my son is attending Marymount. Again a sincere Thank You from myself and my Mariani.

Respectfully,

Eugenia Mariani

Donald E. Ross, President, Faculty Members, Committee for Parents Weekend and Students of Marymount

Dear Editor of the “Pulse”:

Would fanaticism be a good ending to describe Parent’s Weekend? We thought it was a really great time, and certainly above anything we expected. Everyone was so happy seeing your Faculty, Press, faculty, students, etc. We would vote for a monthly Parent’s Weekend!

Thanks to all

Marilyn R. O’Hare

Dear Editor:

I don't know about you but I'm getting tired of people complaining about Marymount. All I ever hear is that the school is full of apathy. I remember being the last semester people were vowing to change at Marymount and then to be the last semester people are vowing to change at Marymount. All I ever hear is that nothing will ever be the same at Marymount. I think about what you can do for Marymount.

Ed Spears

This show was not geared to be letter-perfect using only a few, gifted dancers, but more to encourage student participation over more than 10 performers with points of the performance striving to show over-crowded effects with all dancers moving as individuals. The use of correct terminology and insight demonstrates the need for programs developing dance to show the director or choreographer how they can use the desired effect planned.

Obviously critics do not have popularity contests but neither do plumbers for that matter. As a critic I am never there when the performance is given. But critics can go too far. I wish to warn against the destructive critics. Constructive criticism serves no useful purpose. If you are not sure of the effect your criticism can have on the reader, then please do not print it. Let them improve and then correct them.

Mrs. Marilyn Remus
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RELIGION AND MAN IN THE 20TH CENTURY

Recently I was able to interrupt the very busy schedule of Fr. Mychal Devereaux to get a few ideas concerning his new course this semester. Fr. Devereaux had this to say: "I have 3 major points for bringing this course into Marymount: (1) This is not an intellectually oriented class. It is one that lets the student bring into the classroom what he or she already knows and what they challenge the established freedom of the feel the students don't believe to be challenging enough for them and that if they would only come in for one session I'm sure they would change their minds and (3) This course is not a strictly run course; quite the opposite: this course is relaxed, fun, mind expanding, and challenging.

The course consists of 2 meetings weekly: Monday nights are the lectures and Tuesday evenings there is a question-answer and discussion period concerning topics of the previous evening. Both times for these meetings are 7:30 p.m. in the library lecture room. These lectures and discussions are to help the student raise pertinent points about what was said and to see if they have anything to add to the lectures. A credit course is applicable towards your requirements and the credit is transferable. All are invited to come to the next lecture. Father Marty feels this course relates deeply to his present course here on campus, because he firmly believes that this course will show all students what he is trying to accomplish here at Marymount.

Fr. Devereaux graduated from the seminary in Miami in 1968 and was stationed in Ft. Pierce for 3 years in a parish. Then he went on to Ft. Lauderdale in '69, where he stayed a short time. He was then appointed Diocesan Head of Campus Ministry and served from Indian River J.C. to Broward C.C. and finally in April of last year he came here to Marymount.

Who's Who at Marymount

Fifteen Marymount students have been selected for Who's Who Among Students in Junior and Senior Colleges. Who Among Students in Junior and Senior Colleges is the annual publication which honors students in such institutions. This does not mean an overthrowing of capitalism, much less democracy. If anything is implied, it is in the attempt to create a healthy environment for individuals within a capitalistic democratic state.

Related to this exercise is one that might provide much structure and ideas for politics that tend to develop into the self-perpetuating force of dishonesty, corruptions, and the determined effort to impress dissent. It will do no good to create a healthy environment for individuals within a capitalistic democratic state.

With such an exercising of autonomous corruption, and the establishment of the enforcement of political bosses, maybe the student could move to the "throwing out of power" of legal, social and cultural norms that have no place in a society standing on the brink of the 21st century. This does not imply a destruction of the family, marriage or law, or the arts, it does mean a re-definition of all of these institutions, allowing for individuals to freely choose lifestyle and standards that permit their self-growth and which do not infringe on society at large. This is the only way to develop meaningful communities of intellectuals, personalities and the real human "spirit." Returning to the original "Exorcist,. appreciate it for its entertainment value. Read what you will of the occult sciences.

Imagine what you will of things beyond man's "reason. However, remember what Richard Woods, author of The Devil says to Human and Demons: that is, the most important fact to recall in this subject area is not the presence of evil spirits, but the presence of corporate evil as it has been institutionalized in America and throughout the world. Don't waste time worrying about the possibility of possession or obsession (even if there could be any doubt): use your reason to rediscover the human spirits. Throw out the evil man has created and leave the rest to some being beyond man.

J. P. Weldon

KNOW THYSELF

Amherst and the Exorcist

In accordance with the regulations of the Student Association at Marymount, the Student Study Program will conduct a Self-Study Program for the 1976-77 academic year.

The essential purpose of the Institutional Self-Study and Periodic Visitations Program is to improve of the institutional effectiveness of college programs. The Self-Study Procedure is designed to help the college in enhancing its stature and in providing the best possible environment for learning and living.

The Exorcist is a good five cent cigar! How many times have you heard that one.

This author thinks that what nation needs is a good exorcism. This is not said to give any credence to the recent emotional wave of hysterical reaction to the film, The Exorcist. That type of thinking belongs in the 16th and 17th centuries. Hopefully, modern 20th century man is more rational than that, though one sometimes wonders.

The exorcism needed is one that will remove the burden of corporate power and the type of de-humanizing decision making that is found at the heart of such institutions. This does not mean an overthrowing of capitalism, much less democracy. If anything is implied, it is in the attempt to create a healthy environment for individuals within a capitalistic democratic state.

Related to this exercise is one that might provide much structure and ideas for politics that tend to develop into the self-perpetuating force of dishonesty, corruptions, and the determined effort to impress dissent. It will do no good to create a healthy environment for individuals within a capitalistic democratic state.

With such an exercising of autonomous corruption, and the establishment of the enforcement of political bosses, maybe the student could move to the "throwing out of power" of
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SPLICE OF LIFE

Does anyone know the event that is to take place on April 27? It's not St. Patrick's Day after all, although it might just as well be. It is the one night of the year when all of Hollywood runs out and exposes itself to the public. For that one night we can see the largest collection of false humility and self-righteousness to hit the public this year. Yes, folks, it's Academy Award time once again.

This year, I'm sad to say, is no different than any other year. The five films chosen are the same ones that were nominated last year in spite of their titles being different. There is the financial blockbuster (The Exorcist), the pre-packaged entertainment monstrosity (The Longest Day), the classy comedy (A Touch of the Foreign Art Film Taken Strongest Statement Made by Any Filmmaker This Year (American Graffiti), The Addams Family and the foreign art film selection (Summer Wishes, Winter Dreams).

A First Bancshares

Ed Spacks

Q-country Jam A Success

The Rathskeller crew played their last show on Wednesday night when a sudden shower and realization fell upon the gathering. People who were into music; people who were into fine food; people who were into any kind and every kind of entertainment. It was the perfect reason for the pure ecstasy of talent that was put on display by Brian Casey, Terry Mulligan and Tim Gardner.

Their choice of arrangement and their selection of material touched everyone who was lucky enough to be present.

All I can say is that if you weren't lucky enough to be there you might think of my analysis of this night that you really missed something.

You did!

Marymount can be reached at 870-9090.
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Will Streaking Strike Marymount?

The latest campus craze of Streaking has aroused a great deal of curiosity all over the country. In case you are wondering what streaking is, it is the act of running swiftly in the nude through a public area. It is done to protest something or merely for fun. Whatever the reason, the objective is to streak without being apprehended. However, most streakers are caught. At F.A.U., the punishment is severe, and one student streaker who was arrested was charged with four counts of streaking to (1) streak, (2) being present to streak, and (4) accepting money for streaking.

We set out our own roving reporters around campus to find out the students and faculty reactions to streaking. The responses were varied.

Ms. Harper, Communications Teacher, said, "I think it's great!"

Pat Jones, "I can't see anyone at Marymount doing it--it's disgusting!"

Lynn Roberts, "I wouldn't have the guts to do it, but if the kids enjoy it they should do it."

Jill McMahon, "It's all right if people like to do it!"

Sally Robbins, "I went out with some people that did it but I wouldn't, it is too cold and I am too chested."

Tommy Carvile, "Unh...it doesn't bother me, but I wouldn't do it."

Mr. Howie, "If you do it up North you have to go around it, it is a great spectator sport."

Mr. Smith, "Well it depends on who's doing it; some people could streak for me all day and others could stay home."

The general consensus seems to be one of amusement but most said they wouldn't do it so we must conclude that a Marymount streak won't take place. What a shame!

Tim Seidler

MARYMOUNT Students Shoot Up

38 Marymount students rallied to a fellow student and last week when it was announced that Marymount Blood Bank was desperately in need of donations. The Band was quickly established when Cameron Fox, a freshman, was rushed to Boca Raton Hospital for emergency transfusion. This depleted the supply of reserve blood for Marymount.

Four students' nervous systems rode for his blood bank in downtown Boca Raton. Marymount had no choice but to resort to this because of the shortage in the area.

Some fainted, some cried, and most calmly watched while the nurses punctured their arms. One student cried hysterically when the nurse pricked her finger with the stethoscope tip.

Two students lost consciousness while donating blood and were subsequently revived with amonions smelling salts. All donors were rewarded with coca and orange juice and soft drinks. Most of the students became understatedly appreciative after observing the first donor, Leni, being injected twice with a somewhat less sharp instrument. When questioned later the student replied "OUCH!" Further investigation revealed that this particular donor's heritage included the skin of an iguana!

Due to inhalation of cigarette smoke and subsequent 100 degrees temperature they were unable to donate in all, even with tubes like horses but more marmalade when left, except the one student who had thought the bus was going to Funtown Fashion Square.

The students would also like to thank those responsible for the free sandwiches in the Rathskeller.

Karyn Snead

Lori Ceparno

St. Patty's Party

The first planned party held this semester was on March 17, St. Patrick's Day in the auditorium.

The main attraction of the party (except the green beer served by the Rat) was "Spoolhead" who turned out good enough to keep everyone hopping in his old Irish tradition. Admission was free for students and visitors paid a $2 cover charge.

YEAR BOOK

The yearbook is progressing in all departments. Advertising has been sold by Judy Shihargh, Sue Sampson, Murray Fuchs, and Dave Ragan.

Mary and Stacy are pulling together layouts with contributions from other staff members. Photographs are being taken by all staff photos in order that we may obtain a great contrast and variety in material.

If you have not purchased a book you will have an opportunity to do so. A five dollar deposit or the full price of ten dollars is due for students and faculty reactions to streaking. The responses were varied.
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The difference between this and previously held parties was that wine and beer was supplied by the Rathskeller at regular prices. Many of us shared the spirit of St. Patrick's Day and donned ourselves in shades of green. The "bees dressed" prize; a bottle of wine, was given to Sue Sampson, M.F. McCarthy and Jill Curhurt for their smashing entrance as leprechaun. The prize was well deserved.

The party, being on Sunday night was over at 12. Needless to say, a great time was had by all. Sunday morning proved to be a typical "morning after" with a good portion of the student body feeling just a bit under the weather.

The evening was a success thanks to the shared "highspirits" of the Irish!

Mary Walsh

Happy Easter From the Pulse Staff
TENNIS TEAM

The Marymount tennis team is performing with continued perfection. As of this date, they are rated number one among the Junior Colleges in Florida. Of their past four matches they have lost only one and that was to top-rated Rollins College, score 7-2. The other three fell to Marymount with ease: Broward Community College, North 17-1; Florida Atlantic University, 9-0; and Miami Dade, North 9-0.

Credited goes to the team’s number one player, Carrie Meyer, who has yet to lose a match in dual competition. The rest of the hard-working Marymount team is also to be congratulated on their excellent performance.

Greg Leazer

BOB GRIESE BANQUET

The annual Bob Griese and Karl Noonan Sports Banquet which featured cocktails at 6:30 and a Gourmet Dinner at 7:30, was held last Monday evening, March the 25th, in the Campus Dining Hall.

In addition to other remarks made by Griese, he also put in a good note for his summer camp, which was run at Marymount last year, by he and Karl Noonan and which is also scheduled for this summer. The camp, helping youngsters between the ages of 8 to 15, offers a variety of professional athletes including: Griese and Noonan, and other Dolphins, and Alan Page of the Minnesota Vikings, John Team of the Philadelphia Eagles, Dean Colton of Texas, Billy Keller for basketball, and Bob McClain from the University of Miami for baseball.

The camp dates for those who are interested are as follows: the first week from June 10th to the 15th at the St. Leo’s college campus in Tampa; the second week from June 17th to June the 23rd at our own campus here at Marymount; and the third session from June 24th till June 30th also at this campus.

For any other information you may need please get in touch with Mrs. Constance Betchley, Dr. Ross’s Secretary, at any time during the week.

Kevin Leahy

SPRING INTRAMURALS

Under the direction of Mike Ryan, the spring intramural program started March 12th, with a bowling league at University Lanes. Softball began March 18th, for guys Mon. and Wed. and for girls Tues. and Thurs. There will be a doubleheader each playing day, starting at 4 p.m. and 5:45 p.m. There are currently five teams for guys and five for girls. Director Ryan says the spring program is enabling more students to participate in more activities and more intercampus competition between wings.

Greg Malfitano

Boca Raton National

WELCOMES ALL MARYMOUNT STUDENTS

Offering

“Complete Trust Services”

9:00 A.M. TO 4:30 P.M. MONDAY–THURSDAY

9:00 A.M. TO 6:00 P.M. FRIDAY

BOCA RATON NATIONAL BANK

South Federal Highway At Camino Real. Boca Raton, Florida

Telephone 395-2300